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The following are excerpts from a longer poem that is a “reading-through” of transcriptions of 
the utterances of “voice-entities,” collected via radio and magnetic tape in Breakthrough: An 
Amazing Experiment in Electronic Communication with the Dead by Konstantin Raudive Ph.D. 
(Gerrards Cross, UK: Colin Smythe, 1971). Excerpts are sampled, rearranged, rewritten, 
misheard, and combined with similar utterances; other phrases or lines are added by the 
present author. All of this as the poem dictated. 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
Thank you, dear – I will take over 
I am the liminal guide  
(Lady of the talking torch) 
 
I am sister   I love you 
your friends are here in Tumbelarium 
(How does one hold somebody anyway) 
 
Wait, here is mother     Wait! 
She with the torch is mother 
(Attention excludes, strikes dead) 
 
With more time   and more practice 
we shall see exactly what is meant 
(There is practice, and there is sleep.  
 Now sleep.)  
 
 
* 
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Expression through the technicians. 
Here is a technician!  
Brother, do you keep up with technique?  
(how narrowly you see!) 
 
You’re below pitch, veering badly, 
Channel 2! Your tape is vibrating –  
Only through radio    Just let 
the radio loose!   Better through 
radio, through radio we accept: 
 
Stay on one station – stick 
with the spot – drive in the 
middle, dance in the middle 
Do not come near the transmitter:  
 
you yourself are radar 
Contact with your world 
esteemed a great deed 
But contact in your world?  
it is narrow here 
 
Compel you postulated by you  
We the departed are talking to you,  
whoever you are 
We are in your debt but 
we can’t move on 
 
 
* 
 
  



 can also  Father! 
 
not I          come here!  come 
 
here? how late? one wanted me other 
 
     deceased        Grandpa!  Grandma! 
 
        wait!  always wishes  oh yes 
 
pension yes      to rest  you rogue!  
 
      and still has longer  Papa!  this recording 
 
 we a little      good success 
 
discord!        wrong!             there are! 
 
 we are!            we are! 
 
  listen, rubbish  come on  
 
  always him  Father 
 
the house   here is  the house 
 
             sacrifice mother!  Julia K. 
 
 too long indoors       not good    
 
10 o’clock                   take the lead   
 
      witness              dominate             we seven        
 
long live             money               but here   
 
      is faith                         stubborn head 
 
 very hungry         sister                 goblin   
 
wants you    Father                speaks the fool  
 
      you do it   wrongly 
 
 
* 



We believe in hard roads 
I believe in stupidity 
 
We are many – sucking 
mother earth’s teats  
 
We investigate the void 
and the other one, too 
 
We “overpunished” 
the elevated and danced 
 
Window: stillness, there! 
Help us out with honey 
 
Here is a magic wand to bless 
One can hate so much! 
 
Nonsense: learn to wade through 
the heavy lack of music 
 
 
* 
  



Tune in correctly – terrible noises!  You have 
lectures here if you listen right 
 
Lesson One: Hitler Really Lives 
We talk of him a lot – his omnipotent friends 
 
We are the expelled, lit by the red lamps 
Remain calm – you had better speak German 
 
We’ll help you to hide in the garden 
Teamwork by the people of night 
 
You know you will join us soon 
but we forget where we are 
 
This is operational      even the wolves 
do not stay here     in the Uncertainty  
 
Here the war never stops you know 
we never heard the ending 
 
 
* 
 


